INFO ASSURANCE

Cyber Security & ICT Solutions

INFORMATION ASSURANCE AND RISK MANAGEMENT
Information is at the heart of every organisation. It
Is the corporate memory; it informs the people who
work there, and it is the engine of growth. Some of it is
important, some of it vital. All of it has value.
We protect data and information and design secure
methods for many household names and secure
organisations. From companies to governments, we
can investigate and discover who is interested in your
data, and inform you of how protect your company
from internal and external threats.

INFORMATION ASSURANCE
Our consultants come from a broad range of cyber
related fields, and they can identify how secure your
organisation is through rigorous investigation and tried
and tested solutions.
Whether your organisation is concerned about specific
data, generic safety of company information, or
intrusion into your systems, we have the knowledge
and skills to help you, including advice on complying
with standards such as ISO 27001, PCI-DSS , GPG13.

RISK MANAGEMENT
We not only advise, but our consultants are trained to
standards, such as CLAS and CHECK, and can identify
issues in networks, device design and configuration to
ensure that your business is protected and secure.
Through wide ranging and comprehensive audits of
devices, architectures, working practices and access
to data that exists on and around the corporate
environment, the company is able to identify, quantify
and make valuable recommendations for the secure
retention and safety of your data.

OTHER SERVICES
The company has an enviable record in the security
industry. It has gained cyber security experience through
delivering excellence to many companies. Its cyber
security portfolio is extensive and trusted. Monitoring
and protecting multinational organisations that span
the globe, we work with partners in new ventures
developing paradigms in threat intelligence and Cyber
Security to Defence, Financial, Utility, Telecoms and
other Critical National Infrastructure organisations.
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SECURITY OPERATIONS CENTRES AND
OPERATIONS

CYBER CONSULTING

Our Security Operations Centres (SOCs) provide
a flexible and comprehensive set of management
and monitoring services that can be quickly tailored
around an organisations’ specific needs. Security
services offer efficient, around-the-clock perimeter
and internal security with real-time monitoring, device
maintenance, event correlation, and analysis of the
customer’s infrastructure and critical applications to
ensure the cyber threat is pro-actively managed and
attacks are mitigated.
Protective monitoring
Multiple SIEMs families, deep analysis and company
designed probes and one way diodes. These can
monitors different levels of restricted data for
commercial and defence customers.

The company delivers professional services developed
specifically for organisations that want to have full
assurance of effective information protection measures
and to improve them in line with business needs.
We have a qualified team who have developed a full
set of skills including deep technical, regulatory and
organisational experience.
Health checks
Experienced consultants deep inspect policy,
procedure and devices in the organisation and make it
safer, less vulnerable and better protected. Accredited
CLAS team available.
Policy management
Consultants test and follow policy impact across the
organisation, report and recommend change.

Penetration testing
Test and advises on vulnerabilities and exposures.
Digital, physical and human resources and capabilities
tested. Accredited CHECK team available.

Policy design
Create security policy and posture and assist in
engaging staff across the organisation to implement
them.

Incident response
24/7/365 response to incidents. Highly diverse
and knowledgeable people / systems. Can provide
forensics, reverse engineering, lab skills.

Business risk and impact assessment
Undertake risk and impact analysis on business and
quantify data, IPR and staff to align security to the
business. Reduce vulnerabilities, increase protection.

Estate management
Design, Build, Operate and Manage security functions
and devices in organisations.

Security awareness and training
Assists organisations to educate and inform technical
and non-technical staff information security.

LOCATIONS

CERTIFICATIONS

Italy

UNI EN ISO 9001:2008

Via Laurentina 760, 00143 Rome

Information security - ISO/IEC 27001:2005

UK

Business continuity - ISO 22301

430 Bristol Business Park, Coldharbour Lane, Bristol BS16 1EJ

Safety – OHSAS 18001
LSR18.6E certified datacentre infrastructure (Lampertz room - Resilient infrastructure with disaster
recovery datacentre and UPS)
UK CLAS
UK CHECK

For more information please email infomarketing@leonardocompany.com
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